Oman at that time was in the midst of a major economic depression. The basic causes will only be briefly reviewed; they have been analyzed in detail several times (e. g. Landen 1967; Scholz 1976 Scholz , 1977b . The fragile unity between coast and interior forged in the Seventeenth Century was disrupted by increasing conflict, as dynastic struggles intertwined with the old socioeconomic and regional differences. These conflicts had already become common by the time two new factors were added in the early part of the Nineteenth Century. (Lorimer 1908; Cox 1925; Miles 1877 Miles , 1896 Miles , 1901 Miles , 1910 . With very few exceptions, the hinterland of each port is confined to a local system of wadis on the seaward side of the mountains. This can be de monstrated both from descriptions of the trade area of each port, and by noting the port for each inland area. For example, Barkah's hinterland is described as On a purely local level, provision markets held just outside the walls of large cities can be viewed as a form of these buffers. These " Vorstadtbazare" function as a place for local exchange between the city and its immediate agricultural hinterland (Wirth 1974-75) . Muscat had one of these Vorstadtbazare just outside one of its gates on the road leading to local agricul tural villages. This particular market place did not serve as a collecting point for goods destined for export, nor as a point of dispersal for goods to the interior (Lorimer 1908; Cox 1925; Bent 1895b) .
On a wider level, the hierarchy of markets itself also served as a buffer. The further removed from Muscat/Matrah the market was, the less contact with the international network there was. To be sure, the subordinate ports did all have small populations of Hindus and/or Khojas, as well as Baluchis and Per sians (Lorimer 1908) . The Indians were traders and merchants in these ports as they were in Muscat/ Matrah. However, only a few acted independently, notably at Sohar (Lorimer 1980 However, Sohar also partially fulfilled the functions of contact point with areas outside the coastal system, as reference to Fig. 2 It should be noted that some links bypassed inter mediate levels and went directly to higher order centers. Ehlers (1975) and Bonine (1979 Bonine ( , 1980b , among others, have shown that this is fairly common in Iran. In fact, it is quite consistent with the pheno menon of urban dominance found in many areas of the Middle East.
Interior organization
In Vance's model, and in the cases to which the dendritic model is usually applied, the international trade system expands into more or less of a vacuum in the interior. The situation in this case is different.
Oman has been attached to the Arabian Gulf/Indian Ocean trade network at least since the Third Mil lenium (Speece 1984) . Except for a few brief occu pations by foreign invaders, the tribes of interior Oman have generally been able to maintain their independence from any political domination of the coast. They were also able to successfully resist the penetration of the coastal economic system. The which was distinct from that of the coast. These dif ferences translated into differences in spatial organi zation. Fig. 2 indicates that the markets of the interior show no particular integration. This is not simply a reflection of lack of data, or of the failure of observers to note trade patterns. Many discussions of these interior markets do indicate local patronage patterns (e. g. Ibri, Miles 1910; Nizwa, Miles 1901; and Khadhra bin Daffa, Lorimer 1908) . In addition, long distance and foreign trade were noted where they existed.
For example, Dhahirah exported wheat and fruits both to Sohar and to Sharqiyah (Lorimer 1908) . Sharqiyah district itself channelled most of its foreign trade through Sur (Lorimer 1908) . Sur was also the port for Ja'alan, either directly or via the small coastal village of Lashkharah (Lorimer 1908).
However, even Sur, which was the primary port for most of the interior, was very little involved in import export activities. Rather, its prosperity was based almost completely upon its role in the transit trade (Wellsted 1837). These differences in trade patterns indicate that the mercantile/dendritic model of the coast does not adequately describe the economic system of interior Oman. Actually, it would be somewhat misleading to speak of a single interior system at all; the interior was distinguished by a number of local marketing mini systems which were not integrated into a wider net work. Within the constraints placed upon these mini systems by the availability of suitable land and water (cf Scholz 1984; Wilkinson 1977; Birks 1977; Birks a. Letts 1976) , the major factors in location of markets were social and to some extent ecological boundaries.
The theoretical basis for understanding such loca tion factors was advanced by Polanyi (1957) , and the phenomenon has been noted in many diverse settings.
Chapman (Lorimer 1908; Grandmaison 1977 analyzes this division for modern Ibra in detail). The Hisn Sama'il market was under the walls of a fort which marked the boundary (Lorimer 1908; Miles 1901) . In Nizwa, the bazaar was located on a wadi which separated the two Hinawi and Ghafiri quarters (Lorimer 1980; Miles 1910 Trade with other parts of the coastal system was channeled from Matrah through a set of subordinate ports. From these subordinate ports the connection inland followed routes up wadis. In a few areas (those with sufficient hinterland populations) markets de-.
veloped inland on these routes. This kind of organiza tion allowed quite extensive participation (by Omani standards) in international trade networks while at the same time largely insulating the inland popu lation from direct contact with the international net work.
The interior was not part of this dendritic/mercan tile system, and trade with it was organized separately through Matrah or Sohar. The Imamate had quite different organization; in fact, it was characterized by lack of a coherent overall structure. begun; much more is needed, however, before the traditional structure is lost to social science investi gation as it evolves under the impact of development.
The traditional economic structure is the founda tion upon which current development efforts must take place, and understanding it well can only aid in more efficient development planning, both in Oman and in other countries which may have similar structures.
